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Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations reveal that the thermal conductance of Si

nanowires with periodic corrugations is lower than that of smooth wires with cross-sections

equivalent to the constricted portions. This reduction in conductance is up to 30% and tends to

plateau with increasing corrugation height. Spatially resolved temperature and heat current maps

provide a microscopic understanding of this effect; we find that 80% of the heat current is carried

through the constricted area even for high-amplitude corrugations. More importantly, we show

that temperature gradient inversion and heat current vortices at the ridge peaks establish

fundamental limits on maximum conductance reduction. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4844995]

Thermal transport in complex nanostructured materials

is increasingly important in areas such as nanoelectronics

and energy conversion.1,2 As we move toward smaller and

more complex three-dimensional device architectures in

nanoelectronics, power densities continue to increase and

new solutions based on a fundamental understanding of ther-

mal transport at the nanoscale are required. Tuning phonon

and electron transport using nanoengineering is also critical

in thermoelectric applications where the figure of merit, ZT,

is optimized by minimizing thermal conductivity while

simultaneously maximizing electronic conductivity.

Silicon nanowires (SiNWs) have been investigated for

several years for their possible application in both thermoelec-

tric energy conversion,3 as well as next-generation transis-

tors.4 Additionally, the effects of surface roughness on their

thermal transport have been well documented.5–9 Roughness

introduced by etching,10 as well as surface amorphization11

has been demonstrated to reduce thermal conductivity and

conductance values by orders of magnitude, experimentally

and theoretically. However, less is known about thermal

transport in crystalline wires nanoengineered to have specific

structural features.

Nanowires with periodically modulated cross-sections

have been studied theoretically using the Boltzmann trans-

port equation.12,13 Both studies found a reduction in phonon

thermal transport due to modulation. A sharp sawtooth sur-

face roughness was found to induce phonon backscattering,

reducing the thermal conductance below the diffusive sur-

face limit.12 It was also shown that modulated cross-sections

in thin square nanowires reduced the phonon thermal flux by

about a factor of five at T¼ 300 K.13 In this case, the reduc-

tion was attributed to the trapping of certain phonon modes

within the modulated sections of wire, thus preventing them

from contributing to heat flow. In both cases, the conduct-

ance reduction by nanoscale surface features appears to

exhibit a fundamental limit, but the associated physics are

not well understood.

In this Letter, we investigate the effects of nanoscale

surface modulation on longitudinal thermal transport for Si

nanowires, focusing on the effects of the height of corruga-

tion. We use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations; this

technique solves the many body problem on an atomic basis

and makes no assumptions about scattering mechanisms,

anharmonicity, and surface processes, see, for example

Ref. 14. The simulations enable the characterization of local

temperature and heat flux with near-atomic resolution and

reveal a microscopic picture where temperature gradient

inversion and heat current vortex formations are essential for

understanding localized thermal transport within the corruga-

tions. Structures with similar geometries have been studied

on the macroscale. Corrugation is often used in heat pipes

and other thermal conduction channels to enhance heat trans-

fer between the cooling fluid and the dissipater.15 These geo-

metries also result in altered fluid flow and, at high

corrugation amplitudes, turbulent flow detachment and vor-

ticity.16,17 Recently, silicon nanowires with engineered peri-

odic corrugations on the order of hundreds of nanometers

have been experimentally shown to exhibit unique thermal

transport behavior.18 Heat conduction below the Casimir

limit at low temperatures in these structures has been attrib-

uted to a significant reduction in phonon mean free path and

multiple scattering processes due to the corrugation.

We characterize thermal conduction in a family of cor-

rugated nanowires with radius varying sinusoidally with

position along the transport direction as

RðzÞ ¼ R0 þ DR cosð2pz=kÞ; (1)

where R0 is the mean radius, DR is the corrugation amplitude,

and k is its period. A prototypical corrugated Si nanowire

(CSiNW) is shown in Fig. 1(a). We impose periodic bound-

ary conditions along the transport direction and characterize

wires with a periodic length of 40 nm along the [110] crystal-

lographic direction. The corrugation period is one forth of the
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wire’s length; the mean radius is taken as 10 nm, and the cor-

rugation amplitude is varied from zero to 3.75 nm. All MD

calculations are performed using the LAMMPS package19 using

the Stillinger-Weber potential and a time step of 2 fs. The

wires were obtained from a perfect crystal and patterned

according to Eq. (1), after which they were thermalized using

constant temperature and stress MD simulations at T¼ 300 K

and zero external pressure. Thermal transport is studied using

a method proposed by M€uller-Plathe20 that generates a heat

flux via the periodic exchange of atomic velocities in heat

exchange regions. Colored as red and blue in Fig. 1(a), the

heat exchange regions correspond to corrugation crests.

Throughout the simulation, a Nos�e-Hoover thermostat with a

weak coupling constant of 10 ps is applied to avoid potential

energy drifts.

Velocities are exchanged every 20 fs for the duration of

the simulation. Decreasing the swapping period to 4 fs with

the corresponding increase in heat flux does not alter our

results,24 indicating that our simulations are within the linear

(Fourier) regime between heat flux and temperature gradient.

Once the system reaches steady state (within 1 ns), the heat

current in the longitudinal direction is computed from the

energy exchanged due to velocity swapping per unit time

and temperature profiles are computed from atomic veloc-

ities. These quantities are averaged for 2 ns after steady state

is achieved.

Conventionally, using the heat current and the resultant

difference in temperature, the thermal conductance can be

calculated by GT ¼ _Q=rT. In our case, the temperature dif-

ference is defined from regions within the troughs of the cor-

rugation, colored in black in the temperature profile in Fig.

1(b). This yields the effective conductance of a single corru-

gation between the heat exchange regions. We favor conduct-

ance instead of conductivity due to the arbitrariness in

defining cross-sectional areas in our nanostructured materials.

Black triangles in Fig. 2 show the thermal conductance

of the corrugated nanowires as a function of the corrugation

amplitude; green and blue squares show values for smooth

wires with diameters equal to those of the inner channel

(R0-DR) and the maximum diameters (R0þDR) of the corre-

sponding corrugated wires, respectively. Interestingly, the

conductance of the corrugated wires falls below the equiva-

lent inner channel values, despite the larger effective

cross-sectional area in the corrugated wires. To provide an

additional reference for the reduction in conductance, con-

sider a simple model that neglects radial temperature gra-

dients and assumes diffusive behavior. Our wires can then be

considered as a set of thermal resistors, with varying

cross-sectional areas arranged in series. The overall resist-

ance of such an arrangement is given by

1

GT
¼
Xn

i

Ri ¼ q
Xn

i

Li=Ai; (2)

where the thickness L and thermal resistivity q of each ele-

ment is constant. Thus, predicted conductance is

GT ¼ ½q�L
hAi �

�1
. From this relation and Eq. (1), we can then

define the effective cross-sectional area for thermal transport

in the wires from point z1 to z2,

hAi ¼ 1

z2 � z1

ðz2

z1

dz

pðR0 þ DR cosð2pz=kÞÞ2

 !�1

: (3)

This diffusive model assumes that each section uses its

entire cross-section fully for transport and predicts a weak

reduction in conductance with increasing corrugation shown

as a dashed line in Fig. 2.

Our results show that a corrugation of less then 4 nm can

lead to a �4-fold reduction in conductance from the smooth

wire with mean radius (R0¼ 10 nm). Contrasting the nanoen-

gineered wires with the smooth inner channel-equivalent

ones, the conductance reduction is 30% for the two largest

corrugation amplitudes. To understand the microscopic

FIG. 1. (a) A CSiNW with amplitude

DR, mean radius R0¼ 10 nm, and inner

channel radius R0-DR. All wires have a

wavelength of 10 nm. (b) Temperature

profile for a CSiNW.

FIG. 2. Thermal conductance values of corrugated Si nanowires (black tri-

angles) lie below the range given by smooth wires with radius R0-DR (green

squares) and smooth wires with radius R0þDR, as well as below values pre-

dicted from the reduction in effective cross-sectional area (dashed).

243107-2 Sullivan et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 243107 (2013)
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origin of the observed reduction in thermal conductance, we

analyze spatially resolved local temperature (Fig. 3) and heat

current (Fig. 4) within the wires. Due to the cylindrical sym-

metry of our nanostructures we present values averaged with

respect to azimuthal angle, as well as averaged across the

plane of symmetry along the transport direction (heat flows

from the middle of the simulation cell to both sides). The im-

portance of a full space map is apparent. While cross-section

averaged temperature profiles simply show a flattening in the

gradients, the spatially resolved profiles unveil the composite

nature of this effect.

The local temperature maps show a transition between a

spatially uniform temperature gradient (Fig. 3(a)) and heat

current (Fig. 4(a)) for smooth wires to increasing heterogene-

ity and inverted temperature gradients with increasing corru-

gation. As expected, the temperature gradient along the

transport direction and local heat current are larger at the

constrictions of the corrugation. Remarkably, for all corruga-

tions we observe temperature gradient inversion within the

ridges. This is a manifestation of the ballistic nature of pho-

non heat transport and a consequence of the fact that ridge

size is smaller than the phonon mean free path. Silicon has

an effective mean free path of at least 300 nm in the bulk21

and this value is reduced in nanowires due to surface scatter-

ing.22 This type of behavior could potentially be observable

experimentally with techniques such as scanning joule

expansion microscopy, which can achieve mK temperature

resolutions and a spatial resolution of several nm.23

Coupled with significant inverted gradients in the tem-

perature profiles (up to 10% of the total gradient) is the devel-

opment of an inverted heat current vortex within the crest of

the corrugations. We observe a transition of heat current

maps conformal to the wire shape at small corrugations to

one in which the heat flux separates into a conformal compo-

nent and vortex at the top of the ridges. This heat “flow

detachment” and vorticity is analogous to fluid flow in corru-

gated pipes in which laminar flow in the central channel

makes the transition to turbulent flow inside the corrugations.

Figures 4(e)–4(h) show the overall longitudinal heat cur-

rent profiles (black lines) and the heat current in a cylindrical

region of the inner channel, with radius R0-DR (red lines).

We observe that the inner channels carry approximately 80%

of the heat even at the ridges where it only represents

between 20% and 60% of the total cross-sectional area.

Interestingly, the effect of the corrugation on the transport in

the inner channel does not depend strongly on corrugation

amplitude. This, together with the thermal conductance val-

ues, indicates that the reduction in conductance relative to a

smooth nanowire saturates as flow detachment and vorticity

develop in the ridges. This point of diminishing returns leads

FIG. 3. (a)–(d) Two-dimensional tem-

perature maps within the nanowires.

(e)–(h) One-dimensional temperature

profiles at different radii illustrate the

non-linear and non-monotonic behav-

ior induced by the ridges. The smooth

wire (a) is radially homogenous; how-

ever, in the corrugated wires, heteroge-

neity is observed within the ridges in

the form of inverted temperature

gradients.

FIG. 4. (a)–(d) Pseudo-atomic heat current streamlines, colored in terms of longitudinal contributions with units of 10–19 W m. (e)–(h) Longitudinal heat cur-

rent integrated for various cross-sections (10�16 W m). Heat current is primarily concentrated in the inner channel, only extending partially into the ridges. For

all corrugation amplitudes, the ridges modulate heat current by approximately 20%. Increasing amplitude does not necessarily improve reduction in thermal

transport due to heat current separation within the ridges. Insets in (e) and (g) show the heat current in three dimensions within the respective wires.24

243107-3 Sullivan et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 243107 (2013)
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to a 30% reduction in thermal conductance for corrugated

wires with a cross-sectional area ratio Amax/Amin greater than

about 3.

In summary, by means of non-equilibrium MD simula-

tions we show that nanoengineered corrugations reduce ther-

mal conductance in Si nanowires by a factor of �4 relative

to a wire with the mean radius (R0) and by up to 30% relative

to a wire with the minimum radius (R0-DR). The only

approximations in our simulations are (1) the use of classical

(as opposed to quantum) dynamics, which is known to have

a negligible effect in thermal transport in Si,11 and (2) the

interatomic potential. As a result, all phonon processes are

captured explicitly and without additional approximations.

As seen in previous studies,12,13 increasing corrugation am-

plitude beyond a saturation limit does not improve the degree

of thermal transport reduction. Our atomistic simulations

provide a detailed understanding of this fundamental limit.

We find this limit to be due to atomic heat current separation

within the corrugated ridges that acts as a boundary condi-

tion for the heat flow in the inner channel. At larger corruga-

tion amplitudes heat current vortices are observed, similar to

behavior in fluid flow through corrugated pipes. These phe-

nomena manifest as inverted gradients in the locally resolved

temperature profiles, which could be observed experimen-

tally. This enhanced understanding of heat current behavior

in engineered structures with nanoscale modulations can

contribute to the development or optimization of devices

with applications in energy-conversion and electronics.
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